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Clearmountain's Spaces Reverb Plugin

Bob Clearmountain has teamed up with Apogee Electronics again to create a simple

and powerful reverb plugin, Clearmountain’s Spaces. Based on the most unique

building blocks of Clearmountain’s Domain, the first plugin collaboration between

Bob and Apogee, Clearmountain’s Spaces reproduces Bob’s personalized workflow

for creating the distinctive, rich spaces where his mixes live. With the very same

echo chamber profiles and processing he’s used on countless hit records,

Clearmountain’s Spaces lets you immerse your tracks in unique and cohesive

atmospheres that set your mixes and your music apart.

Even with the simple operation of “adding reverb” to a mix, Clearmountain has

developed a highly personalized workflow for creating the distinctive sonic

environments that make his mixes stand out.

Rather than rely on commonly available reverb effects, Bob has relied on physical

rooms and chambers for realistic and unique reverb. Once convolution reverb

technology allowed him to “capture” the characteristics of his favorite rooms as

digital impulse response files, he was free to use all his favorite spaces no matter

their location. With Clearmountain’s Spaces, you now have access to the very same

impulse response room profiles used on countless hit mixes.

Equally important to achieving the signature Clearmountain sound is flexible input
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signal processing for shaping the sound before it hits the Spaces – three-band EQ,

easy-to-use de-essing, and pre-delay.

The final stage of Bob’s spatial workflow is a technique we call Composite Spaces –

mixing and layering Spaces of different timbral characteristics and decay times for

a result that’s utterly personalized.

Have you ever struggled when adding reverb to your mix? The Clearmountain’s

Spaces presets built by Bob, deliver decades of mixing expertise to your fingertips

letting you easily add polish, depth and atmosphere to all your tracks.

For decades, engineers, producers, and musicians have marveled at Bob

Clearmountain’s mixes. Recordings by iconic artists like David Bowie, Chic, Roxy

Music, The Rolling Stones, Bruce Springsteen, Bryan Adams, INXS, and so many

more are prime examples of how Clearmountain’s work elevated the role of “the

mixer” to that of an essential creative partner in the process of making records.

Bob’s ability to build a soundscape and atmosphere, where voices and instruments

effortlessly live in an intimate space but seamlessly blend together, set new

standards for mixing. His passion to reveal the true character of the song,

highlighting the emotion of the music, gets to the heart of what inspired the song

from its inception.

Highlights

Three Customized, Clearmountain Spaces

Clearmountain Expert Presets

Composite Spaces Mixer

Input Processing with 3 – Band EQ, De-esser

Pre-Delay

Real Time Spaces Visualizer

Flexible Plugin Window Resizing

macOS and Windows 10 Compatible

Included with Symphony Desktop (requires registration)

www.apogeedigital.com
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